
ORTEC Workforce Scheduling is implemented on a large scale at Erasmus MC which is already enjoying a streamlined 

workforce management process, like many other ORTEC customers around the globe, since many years. “With ORTEC’s 

help we are taking workforce scheduling to the next level.”
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Challenges in the world of the Academic 
Hospital Rotterdam
 Spanning 3 locations, thousands of  

 employees, numerous departments, and  

 several different shifts to manage, developing  

 efficient and ergonomic workforce schedules  

 was both time-consuming and tedious

 With the introduction of stricter laws and  

 regulations, in addition to new flexible working  

 hours, the crew scheduling process for  

 hospitals has become increasingly complex

 In addition, although the demand for health  

 care is increasing, the available capacity is  

 actually decreasing

 Because of this efficient, effective allocation of  

 labor potential was becoming ever more  

 important

How the Academic Hospital Rotterdam 
aimed to optimize its world
ORTEC Workforce Scheduling provided an 

advanced, comprehensive workforce planning and 

scheduling solution that enabled the Academic 

Hospital Rotterdam to plan, update, and manage 

its employees.

The solution
 ORTEC Workforce Scheduling

 ORTEC Employee Self Service for Workforce  

 Scheduling

The results
+  Processes have become more streamlined

+  Less time (= ½ FTE) spent on administration

+  Time savings, which equate to more time spent  

 on patient care 

+  Reduced costs

+  Optimized productivity

+  A more balanced workload

Industry:

Health Care

About the Academic Hospital 

Rotterdam Erasmus MC:

  The Academic Hospital  

 Rotterdam is the largest and  

 most diverse academic  

 medical center in the  

 Netherlands

  Erasmus MC is in the top  

 ten of best medical  

 institutes in Europe,  

 according to the Times  

 Higher Education (2013)

  300 locations

  10.000 employees

  2700 students

  1300 beds

Academic Hospital Rotterdam  

“We are taking workforce 
Scheduling to the next level”



Successful Pilot
The Academic Hospital Rotterdam (Erasmus MC) is the 

largest and most diverse academic medical center in 

the Netherlands. Spanning three locations, over 10.000 

employees, numerous departments, and several different 

shifts to manage, developing efficient and ergonomic 

workforce schedules was both time-consuming and 

tedious.

Furthermore, with the introduction of stricter laws and 

regulations, in addition to new flexible working hours, 

the crew scheduling process for hospitals has become 

increasingly complex. In addition, although the demand for 

health care is increasing, the available capacity is actually 

decreasing. Efficient, effective allocation of labor potential 

was becoming ever more important at the Academic 

Hospital Rotterdam. 

In 2000, Erasmus MC launched a pilot with ORTEC 

Workforce Scheduling (previous ORTEC Harmony) in four 

different departments. Using cutting edge optimization 

technology, ORTEC Workforce Scheduling provided 

an advanced, comprehensive workforce planning and 

scheduling solution that enabled Erasmus MC to plan, 

update, and manage its employees. 

The pilot was successfully completed and accepted in 

December 2001. Moving forward, the Academic Hospital 

Rotterdam planned to implement ORTEC Workforce 

Scheduling as rapidly as possible throughout the entire 

organization. 

More streamlined
Application Manager Ineke Eman comments: “ORTEC 

provides a good service and no other scheduling software 

is deployable on such a large scale. ORTEC Workforce 

Scheduling has also enabled us to make numerous 

improvements. For example, our processes have become 

more streamlined and it has on occasion enabled us to save 

approximately half an FTE.”

Match the workforce planning needs
ORTEC configured a unique version of ORTEC Workforce 

Scheduling to fit seamlessly within the organization and 

meet the hospitals specific circumstances. In fact, ORTEC 

Workforce Scheduling is designed so that each unique 

scheduling process at Erasmus MC can be modeled. With 

ORTEC Workforce Scheduling, Erasmus MC can now 

automatically generate a crew schedule at the push of 

one button. This schedule is shown on an easy-to-read 

planning board, supporting last minute changes and ad-hoc 

decisions to be directly processed. Furthermore, ORTEC 

Workforce Scheduling checks compliance to labor and rest 

time rules at all times.

Taking workforce scheduling to the next level
The response of both employees and planners is extremely 

enthusiastic. After the implementation of the last release 

of ORTEC Workforce Scheduling, Head of the Human 

Resources department Herman Offereins says:  “The 

increase in effectiveness of the interface enables us 

to process data more efficiently, as is the case for the 

hourly paid workers. User-friendliness has been improved 

substantially, bringing us nearer to our goal of optimized 

scheduling. Furthermore, with the aid of Employee Self 

Service, scheduling staff are able to request leave and swap 

shifts via ORTEC Workforce Scheduling, which is extremely 

popular. This reduces time, which can then be devoted 

to what really matters: the patients and the quality of our 

healthcare.”

Want to learn more about our solutions? Contact us at:           info@ortec.com         www.ortec.com


